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Dear Minister-President Mark Rutte, Ministers, Tweede Kamer Members, Burgemeesters,
Journalists and other, who get this e mail
 
Believe me, I know better, more productive, nicier methods of spending time thaqn writting
letters about the face masks, but the Gabinet forces me to do so.
 
Finally, on Dec 1st the masks will be mandatory. Urra, You've saved our lives! Wait. It's almost
one year after pandemic outbreak, when most other countries forced their people to wear
masks. Besides we are still alive without such measure, don't You think it's a little bit too late?
More, masks became mandatory when, according to official Dutch statements number of
info=ected drops, more, Dutch government bought whole tanker, more than 5 mln doses of
vaccine. Where is logic there? The government should state an end of pandemic. Maybe the
govenment knows something that wants to hide? Another PM, the British one, Boris Johnson is
afraid he get Corona fot the second time, maybe he knows that Covid doesn't immunize, so the
same, the vaccine can't be succesfull? If that the Dutch government spend a lot of many for
purshasing a whole tanker of placebo and somebody should be arrested for defraudation of
public money. Anyway, we are safe already, according to RIVM, masks cannot protect against
the virus, I can add, masks make a risk of infections themselves, it's time to loose the
restrictions (repressions matches the situation much better), Dear Mark Rutte, we don't need
Your masks, wear them Yourself!
 
I have written my opinion, where is the source of masks. These are useless in fight against the
pandemic but the crowd in masks is spectacular, perfect toterrify the society, to terrorize, to
excuse spending public money for vaccines, pacebos etc. Ok, vaccine is purchased already, the
main goal of Action Pandemic is achieved, withdraw the masks. Otherwise it means, that there
are another goals. Fireworks are banned, what or who will be the next? ban of alcohol, coffee,
political opposition, heavy metal?
 
Yor Majesty, Mark Rutte, if You feel there's something wrong with Your head just go and visit
Your doctor, don't terrorizethe society with Your sick obsessions!
 
Ban of cigarettes in supermarkets. Oh, as we can see, the Goven=rnment cares about our
health, force the masks, ban cigarettes. Yes, cigarettes affrect health but we now the more
dangerous, most common health risk factor, a main cause of cancer. I've sent e mail with the
link to the publication form Reproductive BioMedicine online, as well as the copy. It's strange,
but about 2 weeks ago, after 5 years this publication disappeared from online edition. I've
asked the editor, Elsevier B.V. why, but get no answer. It's even stranger, seems like an
attempt to censor the science, however not fully successfull, many people red it already, there
are many copies aon many computers, and there is a paper edition. I don't think there is any
possibillity to send inspectors with scisors to libraries across the world to cut this article. :)
Sorry, Holy Inquisition has gone with the wind. Back to the topic, we know the main cause of
cancer, but due to prejudices nobody want to start real fight against this disease, even the
prevention is exremely easy, available, comfortable. Instead we have fake countermeasures
and, mask terror. There was a protest in Spanish schools. Students tried to support one of their
discrimined colleagues and found, the half of the society is discrimined, runs out of human
rights, why the Dutch media are silent? Prejudices? Corona scrap is more important than human
rights and cancer? There should be the storm, widespread public debate!
 
I know I have no voice to force the government to any actions, nobody cares what I have to say
but there is a job for press to start real prevedntion against real diseases. Stop government
lunacy, protect us, our health and human rights. And remember the history, otherwise there will
be a dictatorship in the Netherlands.
 
Best regards
Patryk Frankiewicz
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